Date: February 14, 2017
To: WPI Faculty
From: Committee on Academic Operations (Prof. Iannacchione, Chair)
Re: Motion to approve the February 2017 undergraduate student graduation list

Motion: The Office of the Registrar reports that the following candidates have, as of February 3, 2017, completed all of the requirements for the degree designated in the department or program indicated and are eligible to receive that degree. Therefore, as Chair of the Committee on Academic Operations, I move that these students be approved for February 24, 2017 graduation.

Bachelor of Science

Actuarial Mathematics:
Zachary Thomas Belisle
Abrin Angelus Berkemeyer
Minor: Business
Erica D. Bowden
Minor: Music
Thomas Matthew Walter Danko
Minor: Business
Elizabeth A. Hansen
Joseph Moynihan
Kayla Mulready
Minor: Business
Amber Munderville
Michael Sullivan
Minor: Business
Tyler Jacob Turchiarelli

Aerospace Engineering:
Carlie Rose Crawford
Ian Andrew Limon
Obadiah Njoroge Munene

Biomedical Engineering:
Nour Ali Krayem
Javier A. Mazo Nido
Nicolas Coelho Silva

Chemical Engineering:
Simon Escapa
Concentration in Energy
Minor: Mathematics
Isaac Henry Vrooman

Civil Engineering:
Cory Spencer Adams
Rania Attalla
Christopher Angelo Scangas

Computer Science:
Dmytro Bogatov
Minor: Economics
Thomas Michael Finelli
Steven Patrick Ireland
Ying Lu
Jean Marc Touma
Xiaoren Yang

Electrical & Computer Engineering:
Narut Akadejdechapanich
Minor: Computer Science
Alexander Thomas Corben
John DeCusati
Kevin Chenery Farr, Jr.
Petro Papi
Kyle Drew Piette

Biology and Biotechnology:
Jennifer Rene Bombard
Minor: Chemistry
Josephine Cromartie
David Michael Morgan
Doreet Nagatti
Kathleen Elizabeth Tran
Electrical & Computer Engineering (cont.):
Jonas Rogers
   Minor: Computer Science
Romuald Valme
Jamie Wang
Mariya Mikhailovna Zagalskaya

Environmental Engineering:
   Kevin Gray

Industrial Engineering:
   John Christopher Mastroianni
      Minor: Business
   Matthew Christopher Upham
   Yi Yang

Interactive Media & Game Development:
   Charlie Bickle

Interdisciplinary:
   Sonya Maria Douglas
      Minor: Music

Management Engineering:
   Patricio Janson
      Concentration in Operations
   Sarah Terwilliger
      Concentration in Mechanical Engineering

Management:
   Leif Erik Skramstad

Mechanical Engineering (cont.):
   Edmund Christopher Resor
      Minor: Manufacturing Engineering
   Isabella Sanchez
   Zachary Mark Temple

Physics:
   Alejandro Emmanuel Leiro

Robotics Engineering:
   Christopher Peter Bove
   Ethan Benjamin Prihar
      Minor: Music
   Dabai Zhang